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0. Background

Vie  t Nam submitted the V4-Source characters to C1 and CJKD collection, which the 

submitted source was V04 at that time and this source included Chữ  No m (No m 

Character, 𡨸喃, 喃字) and Chữ  No m Ta y (Ta y No m Character, 𡨸喃齊, 岱喃字). 

When I rechecked them, I found out 20 questionable glyphs which needed to 

modify possibly. There are 16 Chữ  No m and 4 Chữ  No m Ta y mentioned by me here. 

Notice that almost all pieces of the submitted evidence I used in this document are 

copied from IRGN1564 simply except the evidence of U+2B1E5.  

There are also some other glyph modification issues here, which are just the 

suggestions.  

Now I list the sumary of this document as below. Sepecially, pelease take more 

attention to the details for #15, #16 and #24 

SN Issue UCS Crt. VRef. Current IDS Mod. V Ref. Modified IDS RS 

1 1.7 U+6146 no V ref. ⿰忄舀 add V4-483C 

or VU-06146 

⿰忄舀 no change 

2 1.13 U+87CE no V ref. ⿰虫㒼 add V4-5372 

or VU-087CE 

⿰虫㒼 no change 

3 1.15 U+8956 no V ref. ⿰衤奥 add V4-542D 

or VU-08956 

⿰衤奥 no change 

4 3.1 U+2025D V2-6E4C ⿲亻扌⿱⺊

𠄎

no change ⿲亻扌𪟽 no change 

WG2 N5094
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SN Issue UCS Crt. VRef. Current IDS Mod. V Ref. Modified IDS RS 

5 3.1 U+22A80 V2-7641 ⿰扌⿱⺊𠄎 no change ⿰扌𪟽 no change 

6 3.1 U+24F57 V2-7D5D ⿰白⿱⺊丂 no change ⿰白𪟽 no change 

7 3.2 U+262E6 V2-6F31 ⿰⿱罒⿻一

⿰丿㇉出 

no change ⿰⿱罒𪜀出 no change 

8 3.1 U+29D7F V2-874F ⿰魚⿱⺊丂 no change ⿰魚𪟽 no change 

9 3.1 U+29E8B V2-7D58 ⿰魚⿸疒⿱

⺊弓 

no change ⿰魚⿸疒𪟽 195.9 

10 3.3 U+2A01A V2-8836 ⿰鳥⿻戉一 no change ⿰鳥戎 no change 

11 3.2 U+2A854 V4-4342 ⿰口⿱罒廾 no change ⿰口⿱罒𪜀 no change 

12 3.2 U+2A8F0 V4-4460 ⿰土⿱罒廾 no change ⿰土⿱罒𪜀 no change 

13 2.3 U+2B1E5 V4-526A ⿱䒑卜 no change ⿱艹卜 no change 

14 1.1 U+2B83C V4-4038 ⿱上⿰扌⿱

口𤴓 

no change ⿱上捉 1.12 

15 3.4 U+2B850 V4-4050 ⿰乃亇 no change ⿰乃亇 no change 

16 3.4 U+2B854 V4-4077 ⿰亇丐 no change ⿰亇丐 no change 

17 3.2 U+2B8B1 V4-4122 ⿰亻⿱罒廾 no change ⿰亻⿱罒𪜀 no change 

18 2.1 U+2B8D9 V4-4135 ⿰來吏 no change ⿰来吏 75.9 

19 2.2 U+2B8DA V4-4136 ⿰吏來 no change ⿰吏来 75.9 

20 3.2 U+2B967 V4-4224 ⿰出⿱罒廾 no change ⿰出⿱罒𪜀 no change 

21 1.2 U+2B96F V4-4229 ⿰⿵尺⿱丶

⿶凵田尾 

no change ⿰𪽗尾 no change 

22 1.3 U+2BBD7 V4-4533 ⿱𡖇涓 no change ⿱多涓 no change 

23 1.5 U+2BD61 V4-4664 ⿰尾？ no change ⿰尾册 44.9 

24 3.4 U+2BD9C V4-467A ⿰嵩亇 no change ⿰嵩亇 no change 

25 1.6 U+2BE4A V4-477E ⿰𢪒𢒎 no change ⿰拜𢒎 59.15 

26 1.7 U+2BEBC V4-483C ⿰忄⿱爫⿰

丨臼 

UCI-nnnnn or 

VU-2BEBC 

no change no change 

27 1.8 U+2BF9D V4-4971 ⿰摩⿱⿴𠀃

𠄠八 

no change ⿰摩具 64.19 

28 1.4 U+2C0B8 V4-4645 ⿺枚小 no change ⿰枚少 75.8 

29 1.9 U+2C142 V4-4B60 ⿰枯恶 no change ⿰枯悪 75.16 

30 1.12 U+2C316 V4-5354 ⿰薬片 no change ⿰藥片 91.19 

31 3.2 U+2C3B7 V4-4E2E ⿰⿱罒廾生 no change ⿰⿱罒𪜀生 no change 
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SN Issue UCS Crt. VRef. Current IDS Mod. V Ref. Modified IDS RS 

32 3.2 U+2C3D8 V4-4E48 ⿰異⿳艹罒

廾 

no change ⿰異⿱艹罒𪜀 no change 

33 3.2 U+2C5E2 V4-506D ⿰糹⿱罒廾 no change ⿰糹⿱罒𪜀 no change 

34 1.10 U+2C3FB V4-4E61 ⿸疒？ no change ⿸疒⿳⺈𠔿戊 no change 

35 1.11 U+2C402 V4-4E65 ⿰⿱癶开士 no change ⿰⿳癶一𪜀士 no change 

36 1.13 U+2C82C V4-5372 ⿰虫𦲸 keep J ref. no change no change 

37 1.14 U+2C83A V4-5378 ⿰蟮它 no change ⿰蟮宅 no change 

38 1.15 U+2C862 V4-542D ⿰衤？ UCI-nnnnn or 

VU-2C862 

no change no change 

39 2.4 U+2C9A1 V4-5467 ⿰𧾷亇 no change ⿰𧾷个 no change 

40 1.16 U+2CC88 V4-572F ⿱⿻𠘨二？ no change ⿱⿻𠘨二興 182'.16 

41 1.1 unknown N/A N/A unknown ⿱上提 1.14 

 

1. Chữ Nôm / Nôm Character (16 issues) 

1.1. V4-4038 for U+2B83C 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2B83C V04-4038 00050 BTCN_VVK 

 

The submitted evidence is unclear, but it shows the Vietnamese word is ĐE .  

The submitted glyph in IRGN1279A is ⿱上捉.  

 

I check the other ditionary ĐTĐCN by Vu  Va n Kí nh. There are two related 

characters there, one is ⿱上提 (ĐE ), the other is ⿱上捉 (TRO C).  
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ĐTĐCN, P. 398 

 

ĐTĐCN, P. 1423 

 

The former VNPF internal code for V04-4038 is V+6333A, and Prof. Ho ng collected 

it in TĐCNDG. TĐCNDG shows the Vietnamese word of V04-4038 or V+6333A is 

TRO C and the phonetic element is 捉 tro c, but it’s a pity that the glyph should be 

modified.  

TĐCNDG, P. 1946 

 

Therefore, the V glyph for U+2B83C should be modified to ⿱上捉 , and the 

kRSUnicode value should be changed to 1.12.  

On the other hand, the disunifiable character ⿱上提 should be re-submitted, 

URO+ or the next working set.  
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1.2. V4-4229 for U+2B96F 

 
UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2B96F V04-4229 00602 TĐCN_NQH 

 

According to the evidence as shown as above, the Vietnamese word for this 

character is VE , the Chinese meaning is 绘 or 画 according to TĐVHM, and the 

English meaning is to “draw, paint” according to TĐVA.  

So the semantic should be 𪽗(<畫), and V4-4229 should be the variant of 𤳰

(U+24CF0). Notice that the dot in the middle of the left component should not be 

one stroke of this character.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿰𪽗尾 , and there is no need to change the 

kRSUnicode value.  

TĐVHM, P. 1024 
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TĐVA, P. 811 

 
 

1.3. V4-4533 for U+2BBD7 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2BBD7 V04-4533 01805 TĐCN_NQH 

 

The top of V4-4533 is 多 very clearly according to the above evidence.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿱多涓 , and there is no need to change the 

kRSUnicode value.  
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1.4. V4-4645 for U+2C0B8 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C0B8 V04-4645 03879 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

The glyph on the above evidence is ⿰枚少 very clearly.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿰枚少, and the kRSUnicode value should be 

changed to 75.8.  

 

1.5. V4-4664 for U+2BD61 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2BD61 V04-4664 02357 BTCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the right component is 册 very clearly, so the glyph should 

be ⿰尾册, and the kRSUnicode value should be changed to 44.9.  
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1.6. V4-477E for U+2BE4A 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2BE4A V04-477E 02877 TĐCN_NQH 

 

V4-477E is related to a common Vietnamese word BAY which the English meaning 

is to “fly”. Vie  t Nam submits the variant to WS2017 as WS2017-00216  (V-

F15DF). The left component on the evidence should be 拜 which is the phonetic 

element as well. Notice that 𢪒 (U+22A92) is the variant of 廾.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿰拜𢒎, and the kRSUnicode value should be 

changed to 59.15.  

 

1.7. V4-483C for U+2BEBC 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2BEBC V04-483C 02877 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the V4-483C glyph should be 慆 (U+6146) very clearly.  

It’s better to move V4-483C to do a horizontal extension for U+6146.  

 

I request UTC to assign a new UCI reference for U+2BEBC or use VU-2BEBC, if V4-

483C been moved to U+6146. Notice that the corresponding code in GB 18030 

should be 0x9930E134.  
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1.8. V4-4971 for U+2BF9D 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2BF9D V04-4971 03422 BTCN_VVK 

 

The evidence showed the right component and the phonetic element is 具 . 

Therefore, the glyph should be changed to ⿰摩具, and the kRSUnicode value 

should be changed to 64.19.  

 

1.9. V4-4B60 for U+2C142 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C142 V04-4B60 04115 BTCN_VVK 

 

The glyph on the evidence is ⿰枯悪.  

The kRSUnicode value should be changed to 75.16 correspondingly.  
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1.10. V4-4E61 for U+2C3FB 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C3FB V04-4E61 05326 BTCN_VVK 

 

The discussion record for this character in IRG #32 is that “Move to M set. font 

upgraded” according to IRGN1597, but the glyph looks not upgraded yet at that 

time.  

The phonetic element of this character is ⿳⺈𠔿戊  which is the Vietnamese 

vulgar form of 蔑 (U+8511) or 𫈦 (U+2B226). The rationale for V4-4E61 is as 

the same as 𤻻 (U+24EFB), but the meanings and the usages are different.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿸疒⿳⺈𠔿戊, and there is no need to change 

the kRSUnicode value.  
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1.11. V4-4E65 for U+2C402 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C402 V04-4E65 05335 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the left component is ⿳癶一𪜀 (pha t) which is the variant 

of 發.  

《宋元以來俗字譜》 shows ⿳癶一𪜀 was used in 《東牕記》,《目連記》,《金

瓶梅》 and 《嶺南逸事》, which all of them are the variant of 發.  

東牕記 目連記 金瓶梅 嶺南逸事 

    

The glyph should be modified to ⿰⿳癶一𪜀士, and there is no need to change 

the kRSUnicode value.  

 

1.12. V4-5354 for U+2C316 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C316 V04-5354 04903 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the glyph is ⿰藥片.  

And the kRSUnicode value should be changed to 91.19.  
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1.13. V4-5372 for U+2C82C 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C82C V04-5372 07417 GPNCVHVN 

_NVH 

 

There are two sources under U+2C82C. IRGN1277 shows JK-65699 is cited from 

新撰󠄂字鏡 , and the J glyph has matched the real source as below, but the 

Vietnamese evidence shows the V4-5372 glyph is 蟎  (U+87CE) without any 

doubt.  

 

There is no V-Source under U+87CE, so the V4-5372 should be modified to match 

the evidence and move to U+87CE.  
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1.14. V4-5378 for U+2C83A 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C83A V04-5378 07444 BTCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the right component is 宅  and the Vietnamese word is 

TRA CH.  

In the Vietnamese usage, V4-5378 is the variant of 䖳 (U+45B3).  

 

The glyph should be modified to ⿰蟮宅, and change the kRSUnicode value to 

142.18.  

 

1.15. V4-542D for U+2C862 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C862 V04-542D 07514 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

V4-542D is identified to 襖 (U+8956). The Vietnamese word of 襖 (U+8956) is 

a common word in Vietnamese, please see two following pictures cited from 越
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南漢字音の研究 and 五千字.  

  

There is no V-Source reference under U+8956 at present. So V4-542D should be 

modified to 襖 to match the evidence and move it to U+8956.  

 

I request UTC to assign a new UCI reference for U+2C862 or use VU-2C862, if V4-

542D been moved to U+8956. Notice that the corresponding code in GB 18030 

should be 0x9932DC34.  

 

1.16. V4-572F for U+2CC88 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2CC88 V04-572F 09394 ĐTĐCN_VVK 

 

The evidence shows the bottom component is 興.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿱⿻𠘨二興, and the kRSUnicode value should be 

changed to 182'.16.  
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2. Chữ Nôm Tày / Tày Nôm Characters (4 issues) 

2.1. V4-4135 for U+2B8D9 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2B8D9 V04-4135 00353 TĐNT 

 

The left component of the glyph on the evidence is 来 not 來.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿰来吏  to match the evidence, and the 

kRSUnicode value should be changed to 75.9.  

 

2.2. V4-4136 for U+2B8DA 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2B8DA V04-4136 00354 TĐNT 

 

The right component of the glyph on the evidence is 来 not 來.  

The glyph should be modified to ⿰吏来 to match the evidence, and the 

kRSUnicode value should be changed to 75.9.  
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2.3. V4-526A for U+2B1E5 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

C1_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2B1E5 V04-526A 17666 TĐNT N/A 

C1-17666 (V04-526A) and C1-17667 (CYY01234) are both included in IRGN928 

C1 collection V2.0, which the IDSes are ⿱䒑卜 and ⿱艹卜.  

 

They were both moved to D set since IRGN1142 C1 collection V5.1 because they 

were unifiable possibly.  

 

And then, C1-17666 returned M set since IRGN1184 C1 collection V6.0, but C1-

17667 was moved to IRGN1223 C2 collection and we had known the result after 

that.  

However, according to IRGN1231, V04-526A is a Chữ  No m Ta y cited from TĐNT, 

and the data in VNPF shows the current Ta y word is “bioo c”.  

When I recheck the glyph in TĐNT, I found out the glyph has not matched the 

original source yet.  

TĐNT, P. 39 
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The Ta y word “bioo c” means “flower”, but it’s not used in the Standard Zhuang 

language, the Pingguo (平果) Zhuang language, the Longzhou (龙州) Zhuang 

language and so on. I found out the cognate word used in the Shangsi (上思) 

Zhuang language, and the located pronunciation is [ʔɓoːk ⁴̵⁵̶], and it has the possible 

cognate Sui word  [nuk⁸] as well.  

Therefore, the V4-526A glyph should be modified to ⿱艹卜, and there is no need 

to change the kRSUnicode value.  

On the other hand, WS2017-03648 T12-2121 should be unified to U+2B1E5.  

For China, I request China for consideration to do the horizontal extension for 

U+2B1E5, which the corresponding G-Source reference could be GCYY-01234, and 

modify the 0x98389437 glyph in GB 18030 and GB/T 22321 in future.  

For TCA, they could exchange the Unicode mappings between 11-4856 and 18-

2121 in CNS 11643 in future.  

 

2.4. V4-5467 for U+2C9A1 

 

UCS Submitted 

Reference 

SN in 

D_V20 

Source Evidence 

U+2C9A1 V04-5467 08038 TĐNT 

 

I show the full evidence of this entry as below now.  

 

The picture above shows the Vietnamese meaning of this character is CA I CHA N 

(𫡔蹎), and the English meaning is “leg”, and the related Zhuang word is GA, the 

Zhuang character is 𮛑 (U+2E6D1) and so on.  
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Therefore, the phonetic element of V4-5467 is 个  (U+4E2A), and the right 

component is not the Vietnamese reading mark.  

The glyph should be modified back to ⿰𧾷个, and there is no need to change the 

kRSUnicode value.  

 

3. Normalization suggestions (4 issues) 

3.1. Component NGƠI 

In the current code charts, there are four kinds of glyph for the component NGƠI, 

the first one is 𪟽 (U+2A7FD), the second one is the right part of the current V 

glyph for 𤽗 (U+24F57) or ⿱⺊丂, the third one is the right part of the current V 

glyph for 𢪀 (U+22A80) or ⿱⺊𠄎, and the fourth one is the inside part of the 

current V glyph for 𤵶 (U+24D76) or ⿱⺊弓, but they are all related to the same 

character which is the Vietnamese vulgar variant of 疑 (U+7591).  

No Related Character 

1 U+2A7FD 𪟽 U+2A866 𪡦 U+2AAE2 𪫢 U+2AFD2 𪿒 U+2AFF9 𪿹 

U+2BEB1 𫺱 U+2C17D 𬅽 U+2C3DD 𬏝 U+2C49C 𬒜 U+2C5BC 𬖼 

2 U+24F57 𤽗 

3 U+2025D 𠉝 U+22A80 𢪀 U+29D7F 𩵿 

4 U+24D76 𤵶 U+29E8B 𩺋 

According to the above table, the first kind of glyph is the most common. When we 

checked the IDS in WS2017, we can find out 6 characters related to the component 

NGƠI. The glyphs for the component NGƠI used in WS2017-00220 and WS2017-

01879 are as the same as the third one, but the glyphs in the evidence are as the 

same as the second one. And the glyphs for the same component used in WS2017-

00099 and WS2017-00382 are as the same as the second one, but Vietnam has 

modified them to the first one. Notice that WS2017-00481 is a Tay Nom character.  

SN Glyph IDS V Ref. 

00099  ⿰亻𪟽 V-F0022 
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SN Glyph IDS V Ref. 

00220  ⿰冫𪟽 V-F0047 

00382  ⿰口𪟽 V-F0864 

00481  ⿰口⿰白𪟽 V-F1D5F 

01879  ⿰氵𪟽 V-F02C8 

02351  ⿰火𬏝 V-F1A04 

We can say the most common and the best glyph for the component NGƠI is the 

first one, so I request for consideration to normalize the V glyphs for the following 

5 encoded characters.  

UCS V Ref. Current Glyph Suggested Glyph 

U+2025D V2-6E4C 
𠉝 𠉝 

U+22A80 V2-7641 
𢪀 𢪀 

U+24F57 V2-7D5D 
𤽗 𤽗 

U+29D7F V2-874F 
𩵿 𩵿 

U+29E8B V2-7D58 
𩺋 𩺋 

Notice that 𤵶 (U+24D76) and 𬏝 (U+2C3DD) should be unified under the new 

unification rule but separated in fact, so there is no need to modify the V glyph for 

U+24D76.  

On the other hand, it’s better to normalize the glyphs for WS2017-00220 and 

WS2017-01879 as well.  

 

3.2. Component LA 

In the current code charts, there are three kinds of glyph for the component LA, 

the first one is the right part of the current V glyph for 𪡔 (U+2A854) or ⿱罒廾, 

the second one is the left part of the current V glyph for 𡚎 (U+2168E) or ⿱罒𪜀 

(WS2017-03492), and the third one is the left part of the current V glyph for 𦋦 

(U+262E6) or ⿱罒⿻一⿰丿㇉, but they are all related to the same character 

which is the Vietnamese vulgar variant of 羅 (U+7F85).  
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No Related Character 

1 U+2A854 𪡔 U+2A8F0 𪣰 U+2B8B1 𫢱 U+2B967 𫥧 U+2C3B7 𬎷 

U+2C3D8 𬏘 U+2C5E2 𬗢 

2 U+21100 𡄀 U+2168E 𡚎 U+26CBF 𦲿 U+2850D 𨔍 U+2CAE4 𬫤 

3 U+262E6 𦋦 

Vietnam also submitted 5 characters related to the Component LA to WS2017, 

which all the glyphs of the Component LA in WS2017 is the second one.  

SN Glyph IDS V Ref. 

01969  ⿰氵⿱罒𪜀 V-F1DD9 

02750  ⿰異⿱罒𪜀 V-F1A3A 

03492  ⿱罒𪜀 V-F047C 

03510  ⿰⿱罒𪜀⿱山又 V-F047E 

04352  ⿱阿𨔍 V-F074B 

I think it’s better to use the second one as the normalized form, so I request for 

consideration to normalize the V glyphs for the following 8 encoded characters.  

UCS V Ref. Current Glyph Suggested Glyph 

U+262E6 V2-6F31 
𦋦 𦋦 

U+2A854 V4-4342 
𪡔 𪡔 

U+2A8F0 V4-4460 
𪣰 𪣰 

U+2B8B1 V4-4122 
𫢱 𫢱 

U+2B967 V4-4224 
𫥧 𫥧 

U+2C3B7 V4-4E2E 
𬎷 𬎷 

U+2C3D8 V4-4E48 
𬏘 𬏘 

U+2C5E2 V4-506D 
𬗢 𬗢 
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3.3. Component NHUNG 

This section is related to only one character.  

 

The data in VNPF shows the phonetic element is 戎  without any doubt. The 

consonant NH- in the Vietnamese system is derived from the 日母 in the middle 

Chinese, which is like the phonological structures in the Subdialects of Goulou Yue-

dialects and some subdialects in Southern-Western Guangdong. The modern 

standard Vietnamese and the vast number of the Goulou Yue-dialects can 

distinguish the 日母字 and the 疑母三等字.  

 

The current glyph for the right part looks not better, because no any more V glyph 

related to the Component NHUNG ( 戎 ) uses this form, so I request for 

consideration to normalize the V2-8836 glyph as below.  

UCS V Ref. Current Glyph Suggested Glyph 

U+2A01A V2-8836 
𪀚 𪀚 

 

3.4. Component CA or Reading Mark CA 

Lee and Mr. Ngo  Thanh Nha n submitted a proposal to encode two reading marks 

in the year of 2017. Please see L2/17-373R. One is CA , the other one is NHA Y. And 

then, Andrew West, John Knightley and I submitted a document to explain it’s not 

better to encode them as the combining mark. Please see L2/18-281. Lee and Mr. 

Nha n responded us in L2/18-318, that they explained it’s better to encode the 

Reading Mark NHAY as the natural shape.  

Now, we need to discuss something about the Component CA or the Reading Mark 

CA here.  

  

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2017/17373r-viet-alt-reading-marks.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2018/18281-viet-reading-mark-cmt.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2018/18318-reading-mark-cmt.pdf
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There are 65 encoded V-Source characters related to CA.  

Pos. Character 

Right U+29D5C 𩵜 U+2A76A 𪝪 U+2A771 𪝱 U+2A780 𪞀 U+2A7F3 𪟳 

U+2A809 𪠉 U+2A849 𪡉 U+2A84D 𪡍 U+2A8F1 𪣱 U+2A932 𪤲 

U+2A938 𪤸 U+2A97E 𪥾 U+2AA6C 𪩬 U+2AAD3 𪫓 U+2AAF6 𪫶 

U+2AB2B 𪬫 U+2ABAF 𪮯 U+2ABCA 𪯊 U+2AC07 𪰇 U+2AC30 𪰰 

U+2AC55 𪱕 U+2ACA3 𪲣 U+2AD8F 𪶏 U+2AE04 𪸄 U+2AF86 𪾆 

U+2AFF8 𪿸 U+2B05E 𫁞 U+2B1A1 𫆡 U+2B27C 𫉼 U+2B2F6 𫋶 

U+2B391 𫎑 U+2B39A 𫎚 U+2B578 𫕸 U+2B896 𫢖 U+2B9E3 𫧣 

U+2B9E6 𫧦 U+2BD2C 𫴬 U+2BD9C 𫶜 U+2C086 𬂆 U+2C0A8 𬂨 

U+2C192 𬆒 U+2C2C6 𬋆 U+2C2EB 𬋫 U+2C2F1 𬋱 U+2C323 𬌣 

U+2C3BB 𬎻 U+2C3BD 𬎽 U+2C438 𬐸 U+2C445 𬑅 U+2C4D7 𬓗 

U+2C573 𬕳 U+2C57A 𬕺 U+2C5A9 𬖩 U+2C7AE 𬞮 U+2C89E 𬢞 

U+2C9A1 𬦡 U+2CA3B 𬨻 U+2CA84 𬪄 U+2CABD 𬪽 U+2CB03 𬬃 

U+2B850 𫡐 

Top U+2A96F 𪥯 U+2AB2A 𪬪 U+2B89A 𫢚 

Left U+2B854 𫡔 

There are several usages for CA, such as reading mark, phonetic element, semantic 

element, consonant cluster, component placement and so on.  

For U+29D5C, it is related to two characters which there are two different 

rationales.  

1) As reading mark 

When CA is used as the reading mark, the phonetic element should be 魚.  

 

2) As phonetic element 

When CA is used as the phonetic element, the semantic element is 魚.  
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But, the Jing people in China sometimes write this one as ⿰魚个 because of the 

obvious phonetic. And the Japanese scholar also uses ⿰魚个 as the normalized 

form.  

 

 

I also checked the character used in the Vietnamese ancient book as below. The 

following running text is related to the first usage.  
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I suggested to keep the current V glyph for U+29D5C and add the other glyph to 

IVS possibly.  

V0-4822 ? 

𩵜 𩵜 
I request for consideration to modify the component CA or the reading mark CA to 

the glyph with the right hook and without the hook at the end of the last stroke 

when it is in the left side or the right side.  

UCS V Ref. Current Glyph Suggested Glyph 

U+2B850 V4-4050 
𫡐 𫡐 

U+2B854 V4-4077 
𫡔 𫡔 

U+2BD9C V4-467A 
𫶜 𫶜 

 

(End of Document) 




